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On July 8, President Carlos Salinas proposed a wide- ranging set of reforms to Mexico's electoral
system. Key members of opposition parties quickly praised Salinas's intentions, but suggested the
reforms need to go further still. The Salinas plan will now be subject to potential amendments or
modifications during debate in the Chamber of Deputies, where six political parties are represented.
But few substantive changes are expected, since the ruling Institutional Revolution Party (PRI) holds
a majority of seats in this legislative body. Felipe Calderon, secretary general of the National Action
Party (PAN), said his party applauds Salinas's reform efforts, but cannot yet endorse the current
version of reforms proposed by the PRI since many key matters still need to be clarified. "It is a step
forward because now we can work toward reaching a consensus," said Calderon. Most members
of the Democratic Revolution Party (PRD) took a similar stance. "It is a substantial change in the
official position and is worthy of consideration in order to reinstate a dialogue," said Rosalbina
Garavito, a PRD leader in the Chamber of Deputies. But Garavito also emphasized that several
matters still needed to be resolved, such as access to the broadcast media. Under the proposed
reforms, media access would be granted in function of the relative wealth of each political party. On
the other hand, Cuahutemoc Cardenas, probable PRD presidential candidate in 1994, rejected the
PRI reforms outright, saying the proposals do not go far enough in terms of preventing corruption,
which he said has been prevalent under PRI administrations. Some PRI members also initially
dissented from party ranks, criticizing a proposal which would add a third senate seat for each
state. One of the dissenters, Sen. Leonardo Rodriguez Alcaine, suggested that the current system
of electing two senators per state already reflects the will of the majority in each state. He said the
creation of a third seat would amount to a "gift to the opposition parties." However, party leadership
convinced Sen. Rodriguez and other party dissenters to join in a statement of support for the
proposal, which was formally introduced by PRI senators and deputies on July 10. According to El
Financiero International weekly business newspaper, the proposed electoral reforms are intended,
among other things, to protect the economic changes instituted under President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari. "By eliminating one party's ability to change the constitution on its own, the (PRI) is adding
a safeguard that will make it much harder for the next president, regardless of party, to reverse the
Salinas economic reforms," the newspaper said. Key points in the Salinas proposal include: * An
increase in the number of senators to three per state. The Senate would thus be expanded from
its current 64 seats to a total of 96 seats. The formula used for assigning the third seat is designed
to increase the presence of minority party representatives in the Senate. Based on the results of
past elections, the PAN would gain between 20 and 24 new Senate seats and the PRD between
eight and 12. * An end to the "governability clause," which until now has automatically awarded a
majority in the Chamber of Deputies (51% of seats) to the party which wins the presidency. * A ban
on direct financing of individual candidates, who would now have to receive all their funds from
party headquarters. Donations from government entities, corporations, religious groups and foreign
organizations would be prohibited. Limits would be set on the amount of individual donations and
on the amount which could be spent in a given campaign. * Limits on the amount of commercial
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time any one party or candidate could buy on television or radio. This proposal also establishes
the principle of equal time on news programs. * Changes in some technical aspects of elections,
such as the manner in which coalition candidates are registered. * Establishment of independent
verification of voter rolls and accreditation of electoral observers. Opposition parties would select
the independent companies charged with electoral verification and observation. (Sources: La
Jornada, 07/08-11/93, Notimex, 07/08/93, 07/13/93; El Financiero International 07/18/93)
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